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REVIEWS & RESEARCH OF NOTE

Organizations: Where Did It All Go Wrong?
Devi Akella1
Co-Editor
1
College of Business, Albany State University, Albany, Georgia, USA

Organizations are complex systems consisting of numerous
intricate sub-elements that coordinate and collaborate to solve
problems, and resolve issues as a single entity. So far there
have been numerous books on organizations, organizational
models, and dysfunctions persisting in organizations. However,
a book that explains how organizations dysfunction and how
those seemingly frustrating negativities are essential necessities and an integral part of an organization’s existence is rare.
Ray Fisman and Tim Sullivan’s book The Org: The Underlying
Logic of the Office is a comprehensive volume that traces the
historical origin of management theory working its way through
organizational structure, the internal functioning of the organization, and the organization’s relationship to the environment.
The authors use interesting case examples of McDonald’s,
Al Qaeda, the Baltimore City Police Department, Proctor &
Gamble, and Google to illustrate and support their arguments.
Joanne L. Tritsch in her book review provides the reader
glimpses about the overall content of the book—“an interesting

and fascinating mix of theories, . . . diverse business examples
[and] a fleshed, well-crafted exposition about the logic of organizational life.” Capturing the main essence of the book—the
endless structure and systems of the Organization—she successfully pens a concise and focused review. The review draws
together “seminal management theorists, more recent research,
and current business examples in order to explain why our
current organizations (or orgs, using the authors’ shorthand)
function the way that they do.” She introduces the authors
and then explains each unique aspect of the book. Her lengthy
review provides a summarized picture of the book, focusing
the reader’s attention to its various interesting features while
simultaneously adding her own views on each aspect. She sums
up by stating, “[the book will] remind you of some lessons
you may have forgotten and it will also introduce you to new
variations on some old themes.” The book is able to stimulate
class discussions, and it is a must for teachers, students, and
practitioners.
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